The paper presents isophotal contour maps of the solar flare of April 12, 1950, at various stages of development, and a plot of integrated intensity of the flare as a function of time. Our measurements indicate that at flare maximum the earth received a radiation of solar Ha energy/sec which exceeded "quiet"-sun Ha radiation by nearly 2 X 10 18 ergs/sec. The estimated total energy in Ha reaching the earth from the sun between the recognized start of the flare and its end exceeded that from the quiet sun for a corresponding time interval by approximately 9 X 10 21 ergs.
INTRODUCTION
For nearly a century, dating from the famous visible light-flare observations of Carrington in 1859, 1 there has been widespread interest in the relationship between solar flares and accompanying terrestrial disturbances. In many respects the sudden rise of intensity of the light emitted from a solar flare resembles, though perhaps superficially, as Richardson has pointed out, 2 a typical light-curve of a nova. The sudden explosive rise, often assignable in time with a precision of better than 1 minute, helps make certain the correspondence of flares to sudden ionospheric disturbances, to crochets in geomagnetic records, to short-wave fadeouts, to sudden phase anomalies, to increases of long-wave atmospherics, and to other phenomena. 3 In recent years the relationship of solar flares and geomagnetic character to meteorological phenomena has come under intensive study, with a clear correlation coming from the work of Craig. 4 This correlation promises, as Willett 5 and others have indicated, results of great theoretical and practical importance in meteorology.
In spite of the importance of the solar flare in solar-terrestrial relationships, the observations of solar flares undertaken generally fall short, even now, of providing sufficient quantitative information for adequate theoretical treatment. A large fraction of all available information published in the Quarterly Bulletin of Solar Activity, for example, consists simply of eye-estimates of intensity made at the observing instrument or from photographic records therefrom. Progress in the understanding of flares and their terrestrial influences therefore now demands greater refinement in flare measurement. We report here our first efforts to measure the brightness in Ha of all parts of a solar flare photographed at selected times through a biréfringent filter centered at Ha. We used, for this measurement, a new electronic isophotometer 6 that gave us an isophotal contour map of the flare for each photograph. From the maps we derived information on the variation with time of the rate of energy output of the flare in Ha.
PHOTOMETRY OF EMISSION FROM SOLAR FLARES
Although the published reports are dominated by eye-estimates of the photometric properties of solar flares and although such eye-estimates have been of great value, more 1 Bartels, J. Terr. Mag., 42, 235, 1937; Stewart, Phil. Trans., London, 151, 423, 1861 . *Ap. J., 114, 356, 1951 . 3 M. A. Ellison, Pub. R. Obs. Edinburgh, 1, 53, 1950 . A Jour. Meteorol. 9, 126, 1952 Paper presented at the Symposium on Climatic Change of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, May 9-10, 1952, to be published with other Symposium papers by the Academy. This procedure is usually quicker than measuring central line intensity, and there appears to be an approximate relationship between the two quantities.
Bracewell and Straker 23 and others have compared curves of the various quantities used for describing the progress of flares with the time-curves of radio-propagation phenomena associated with these flares. These comparisons emphasize the importance of more precise photometric studies of flares.
The following material describes our preliminary application of a breadboard model of an electronic contour densitometer or isophotometer recently constructed with the support of the Office of Naval Research by the staff of the High Altitude Observatory. Its design evolved from suggestions by Oliphant 24 and Babcock. 25 The instrument scans a flare photograph and automatically displays, on an oscilloscope screen, contours of equal density in the original photograph. By measuring the areas within these contours and calibrating the density steps in terms of brightness of the flare, we can obtain information of considerable significance in the study of the energy output of a flare.
METHOD OE ANALYSIS '
For the work reported in this paper we selected nine photographs of the solar disk made at Boulder, Colorado, before, during, and well after maximum activity of a brilliant flare. The photographs were taken on 35-mm Ha film through a biréfringent filter that admitted a band of half-width approximately 0.5 A, centered at Ha. We analyzed I Ap. 90, 368, 1939 . *Ap. 91,334, 1940 . * Pub. A.S.P., 59,266, 1947 . 10 Ap. 110, 382, 1949 . II Observatory, 68, 191, 1948 Observatory, 69, 235, 1949 . n Observatory, 71, 170, 1951 Barocas and Righini, Observatory, 69, 228, 1949. 21 Link and Maskova, Bull. Central A. Inst. Czechoslovakia, 2, 186, 1951. 22 Svestka, Bull. Central A. Inst. Czechoslovakia, 2, 81, 1951 . 23 M.N., 109, 28, 1949 Observatory, 69, 108, 1949. 26 Ellison, M.N., 109, 3, 1949 . ^Ibid., 106, 500, 1946 . 19 Conway, Observatory, 69, 68, 1949 positive contact prints of these photographs, although the original negatives would have served the purpose equally well. We do not give here the details of the photometric procedures used in relating the variations of density of the original films to the corresponding brightness levels of the flare, or of the additional step relating the density of the original film to the density setting of the isophotometer for each contour. Checks of the density of selected portions of a flare photograph by two entirely independent methods indicate that the density values assigned to the contours are satisfactory. The principal sources of errors affecting our intensity calibrations are the following:
a) The original films did not contain direct-intensity standards. Standards were deduced by applying sensitometric calibrations to similar film at a later date and by processing that film in developer made to the same formula for the same time and at the same temperature.
b) Prints were used rather than the original films, and these prints were "masked" to permit us to eliminate shadings that existed in the originals as a result of defects of homogeneity in the calcite of the biréfringent filter. A standard mask was produced for the purpose and its photometric properties studied. In addition, sensitometric spots were carried in the printing process to keep account of the photometric properties of the film used in this step. c) We have no definite knowledge of the amount of scattered light admitted at wave lengths other than the center of Ha for the filter then in use. However, on the basis of performance of an exactly similar filter, we have corrected for a total amount of scattered light equal to the amount of light from the quiet solar disk admitted in the band-pass of the filter.
The foregoing errors may, at the most, introduce an uncertainty that would halve or double the absolute energy values assigned to the flare. With the isophotometer we first produced a series of isophotal contours from the masked prints differing by density steps of 0.1. For each photograph we then determined the brightness level corresponding to each of the contours. The levels were spaced by steps of approximately 0.04 in the logarithms of intensity. Hence the contours are slightly closer than those used by Newkirk.
16 Figure 1 shows the appearance of a direct print from the original flare film with the corresponding set of isophotal contours for comparison. The apparent differences between A and B probably result principally from (a) the appreciable size of the scanning spot -causing spread of finer details, thus affecting the appearance of the contours, but only secondarily the integrated intensities measured therefrom; {b) the tendency of the eye to be sensitive to small gradients of brightness rather than to brightness level. Figure 2 contains the contours of nine such photographs produced for nine stages of development of the flare. The outermost contour in each case is the largest contour we could distinguish with the isophotometer as a feature rising above the general background of the masked print of the solar disk. In all analysis we have neglected applying any projection corrections, both because the flare was near the center of the solar disk and because we seriously doubt the validity of assuming the flare to lie in a plane parallel to the solar surface. Nor have we applied corrections for limb darkening. From these contour maps we then obtained integrated flare intensities through application of the following steps: a) We measured the area inclosed by each contour. b) We plotted the brightness corresponding to each contour as a function of the area inclosed, taking as a unit of brightness the apparent brightness of the quiet solar disk in Ha. Figure 3 shows the resulting curves for the nine photographs. As a consequence of the irregularity of the filter, each curve in Figure 3 is asymptotic to a brightness value greater than unity indicated by the dotted horizontal line. The unit of brightness was derived in a low-transmitting portion of the filter. c) We obtained the integrated intensities (in excess of quiét solar-disk intensities) of the flare by measuring the shaded areas in Figure 3 . Figure 4 shows the history of the integrated intensity of the flare during the time in- Fig. 2 .-Isophotal contours of the flare at various stages of its development. The spacing between contours represents density intervals of 0.1 on the film used in the isophotometer. The outermost contour in every case includes not only the flare but the associated plage region-a total area several times as large as that of the flare proper.
terval covered by the analysis. The area under this curve, thus, gives the total energy (in excess of the energy from a corresponding portion of the quiet disk) radiated by the flare in a wave-length range passed by our filter, during this time interval. Uncertainties are introduced by the limited number of photographs analyzed and, of course, by the experimental errors of the measurement procedure.
RESULTS
The flare chosen for analysis occurred on April 12, 1950, between about 18:42 and 23:00 U.T. The first and brightest phase of the flare, however, was largely dissipated by typical of the regions that produce the yellow coronal line X 5694. 29 Coronal spectra from Climax show the occurrence of this rarely seen line on April 20 directly over the position where the flare had occurred on April 12. The prominences in the region also exhibited the high velocities and symmetry over the region typical of the extreme active centers from which the yellow coronal line is radiated. Accompanying the flare was a pronounced sudden ionospheric disturbance that produced a complete fadeout on four circuits received at Washington, D.C., from 18:39 to 21:20 U.T.
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26 CRPL, National Bureau of Standards Report F-72 (August, 1950 ), p. 44. v LA.U. Quart. Bull. p. 132, 1949 -1950 Pub. A.S.P., 62, 123, 1950. 29 Roberts, Ap. /., 115, 488, 1952 . 30 CRPL, National Bureau of Standards Report F-69 (May, 1950 , p. 30.
The contour maps of Figure 2 reveal the history of the flare. The region shown at 18:44 U.T. is composed principally of the bright plage from which the flare erupted. By 18:51 the entire region had brightened greatly, and the integrated intensity, as shown by Figure 4 , had reached a maximum. The bright points were scattered by 18:59, and by 19:01 several were no longer evident. A new region in the left portion of the 19:01 map rose up and reached the greatest brightness in the flare at 19:06. By 20:25 the flare was in a new phase in which the bright regions were greatly dispersed. It maintained this latter essential pattern until it disappeared at 23:00 U.T.
The curve of integrated intensities versus time (Fig. 4) 14 The relation of the integrated intensity-curve to the dotted exponential curve in Figure 4 indicates that the decay may have had an exponential TIME U.T. character, thereby following a decay law suggested by Mohler 9 and Dodson 10 from single-point photometry. The extreme complexity of this flare's history, with first one position brightening, then another, tends in integrated intensity to mask any simple decay law that might be exhibited by single points of the solar surface.
Because the line width of Ha during the course of a flare varies by several angstroms, the integrated intensity calculated as we have done it does not accurately reflect the total energy per unit time radiated by the flare. If we had sufficient information about the variation with time of the line width, we could combine this with Figure 4 to compute the rate of radiation from the flare at each stage of its life.
For this particular flare we have no such information. However, Ellison has shown that for flares in general the central intensity and the line width of Ha are approximately related.
17 Thus if we know the relative amounts of Ha and scattered light transmitted by the filter, we can make estimates of the rate of total Ha radiation from the flare. Scattered light transmitted by a similar filter now in use at the High Altitude Observatory is approximately equal to Ha light. Hence the maximum brightness of the flare was of the order of magnitude of the brightness of the continuum adjacent to Ha, From infor
